Specifications

155 / 85

Loading capacity

15.500 Kg

Volume (With grain sides)
Weight

8,7m3 (17m3)
5.310 Kg

Body size, LxWxH

5.5 x 2.35 x 0.75 m

Total size, LxWxH

6.85 x 2.55 x 2.2 m

Sprung drawbar

Yes

Body thickness

Bottom 10mm Domex
Sides 8mm Domex

Tipping angle

63°

Undercarriage

Bogie / Leaf springs

Brakes

Hydraulic on both axles

Tyres

445/65-R22.5”

Standard

French type tailgate
Height adjustable drawbar
Bumper
Traffic lights - LED

Optional equipment

Grain extension sides
Norwegian type tailgate
Pneumatic brakes
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Strong bones
The trailer chassis are constructed in
6mm high-strength steel, which helps to
provide the 155/85’s well-known
strength and durability.

Thyregod has over the years developed and supplied a large
trailer fleet to Danish and international customers.

Double tipping cylinders ensures
enough tipping power, and with a angle
of 63° unloading is made easy.

They are all rooted same place as the well known
TIM trailers, which has been among the strongest
and most popular trailers on the market for many years.

445/65-R22.5 tyres are standard, but
wider tyres can be fitted.

Smooth handling
The trailer is equipped with both a
suspended bogie and drawbar, and
with axle spacing of only 1350mm
turning is made easy.
Strong ADR 110x110mm axles with
brakes are standard and with 10 bolt
hubs, fitting of wide tyres is easy.
Steering of the rear axle is also a possibility, both run along or controlled
steering is an option.

Travel in comfort
The height adjustable and suspended
drawbar, relieves the trailer and the
tractor from a lot of stress, both on the
road and in the rough.
The 155/85 is equipped with a powerful
double acting hydraulic jack, that makes
parking the trailer easy, and also folds
nicely out of the way.
The towing eye is bolted on, and a K80
ball hitch is available as an option.

Multi usage
When transporting loose materials, the
trailer can be fitted with 70cm extension
sides, which will increase the volume to
16.7 m3.

Strong durable trailers
The body has bevelled edges along the bottom, which eliminates the possible build-up of material.
The 155/85 is equipped as standard with hydraulic "French" tailgate, the tailgate opens up high,
which makes unloading of branches and rubble with rebar easy.
As an option the smaller norwegian-type tailgate can be fitted.

Taillights, wobble, side marker and position lights are all LED type, which both
have longer life, but also provides greater
visibility when travelling on the road.
Sturdy bumper that can swing in / out, if
the bolt is removed.

